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Friends preserve memories with a crafty tie quilt

By ERIN NEGLEY | Staff Writer  Aug 7, 2015

Carol Vardeman had the materials: a pile of patterned neckties.

She had a plan: Turn the ties into a quilt for a friend. She had just the pattern in mind, too.

But this was one of those projects that presented difficulties.

Vardeman’s a crafter with 40 years of experience, yet she worried about ruining the slippery, stretchy silk. And which

ties should she choose?

She wanted to make something special for her friend on the first anniversary of the death of her friend’s husband, the

man who wore the ties. But she missed that deadline. The importance of this project made it difficult for her to get

started.

With some help from a pro, however, Vardeman finished the quilt in just a few weeks. Now it’s a cherished heirloom

hanging in a special spot in friend Shirley Kuser’s living room at Willow Valley Communities.

The quilt and a matching pillow remind Kuser of her late husband, Ed, and his love of Santa, Disney and trains.

“This is really all I have left because everything is gone,” Kuser says. “I really treasure it.”

Buy NowEd Kuser, a former school administrator, had a collection of ties specific to his character and interests. His wife, Shirley Kuser (L) and Carol
Vardeman made a tie quilt from Kuser's late husband's collection.
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After her husband passed away in late 2012, Kuser gave away all of his clothes — except for a bag of ties. He had retired

as a principal in Boyertown School District in Berks and Montgomery counties and wore a tie daily.

“They remind me of him, his ties” she says. “Because he wouldn’t have thought about going into the dining room without

a tie.”

Kuser’s a knitter, not a quilter, so she stopped by the Willow Valley Quilt Guild to see if the group could turn the bag of

ties into a beautiful memorial.

Vardeman took charge of the project. Both women took the ties apart, removing the innards and setting their labels

aside.

With a pattern in mind, Vardeman’s next step was washing and pressing the material. But many of the ties were silk,

great for a snazzy tie, but a little different for a seamstress used to quilting cottons.

“I hadn’t worked with the slippery, slide-y silk. And this was for somebody else,” Vardeman said. “If it had been for me,

something that I was experimenting with, I would have not hesitated.”

So Vardeman put off the project.

A quilt club member showed her a T-shirt quilt made by Julie Brodersen, and Vardeman saw an opportunity.

She called Brodersen, who owns QJ Designs in Willow Street.

“ ‘I don’t know what to do with this. I need help,’ ” Vardeman says she told Broderson. “ ‘Can you help me come up with

something that would be good?’ I felt guilty because I had held onto it so long and didn’t do anything with it.”
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Brodersen takes clothing, including T-shirts and ties, and makes celebration and memorial items, such as quilts, wall

hangings and ornament and bookmarks that can be given to relatives.

The two sat down and decided to focus on a few categories of ties representing Ed’s interests. They picked a few train

ties to reflect the model trains that filled the rec room at home. Santa ties showed Ed’s love of Jolly Old St. Nicholas. They

set aside his Disney ties for a small pillow.

Working with this kind of material poses more of a challenge than just picking a color scheme, she said. There’s an

emotional attachment.

“When you start cutting into people’s memories,” Brodersen says, “you can’t uncut once you cut.”

Over several weeks, she made a small quilt, three squares by two squares, with a design similar to a kite block pattern.

For the pillow, she selected a dimensional bow tie block pattern.

Brodersen cut thin strips from the tie material to create a double-fold binding and incorporated the ties’ labels as well.

She also used shirting material to fill in between the ties.

It just so happened she delivered the present the day Kuser returned home after a bout of pneumonia. Vardeman

reached Kuser’s daughter, Sharon Bailey, who lives in Marlton, New Jersey, and was in Lancaster to help her mother.

“Can we run down?” she asked. “We have something for her.”

More than two years after she shared that bag of ties, the quilt was ready.

“I was just so shocked,” Kuser said.

Willow Valley’s woodworking club fashioned a dowel in less than an hour. Kuser hung the quilt on her wall that day.

“It’s a work of art,” she said.

VIDEO

Shirley Kuser and Carol Vardeman describe quilt made from ties
Jul 31, 2015  
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